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Talking  
about war 
 

 PLAN 

Talking about the war in an age-appropriate way with our children is essential  
as communication is key to reducing the fear of the unknown and related anxiety 
 Accept, validate, and affirm their feelings making sure that they understand these  
are all normal in a time of trauma 
 Look to yourself first taking the time to engage in appropriate self-care as you  
cannot keep your calm without this level of self-nurture 
 Keep regulated so that you can effectively co-regulate with your child 
 Information is readily available so ‘fact check’ with your children making sure that they access  
accurate information via trusted channels 
 Notice those who may be more vulnerable or at risk - particularly those children who are refugees 
themselves, making sure to provide the additional time and trauma informed care they may need  Get grounded throughout the day using deep breathing, visualisation, or whatever works for you 
 Autonomy reduces anxiety so take control of what you can control such as your self-care routines 
and reducing social media 
 Build in daily flow activities for children (AND YOURSELF ) and make sure these include play  
and creativity  Observe the helpers - in times of war and danger there will always be people who try to help and noticing 
and celebrating these people can rebuild a sense of hope 
 Understand and share knowledge of reliable facts and highlight these as needed not denying the 
situation exists-if we don’t talk about it, children will become even more anxious 
  Take time away when you need it greater balance not denying the dangers but highlighting moments of joy, 
gratitude, and good things that we can all still have 
 Watch your language making sure that it’s factual and information is always presented in a balanced  
way- ‘this may be scary but there is still hope and there are still good people in this world’ 
 Anxiety reducing easy wins need to be reinforced such a structure, routines, exercise and quality  
time together 
 Relationships heal and build hope! So be that steady, calm and reassuring adult, gaining  
your energy from those who show compassion and fearlessness in this time

 
 


